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Abstract
Timbuktu is q name known to most, but surprisingry the archaeorogicar investigation of the city has been largely

neglected until recently. Archaeological excavatiois" and suruey within the city hive provided evidence for trade and

occupation in the rate to post-medievar periods (sixteenth century onwards), but have failed to .find any trace of earlier

material. This is in part due to methodorogi"o)-p,obln., arsoiiotedwith excavating on the edge of the sahara' but

might arso indicate that the importance of the city has been exaggerated in (western) popular imagination' This idea

*iTt U" briefly considered and the relevqnt results outlined'

Introduction
The title of this paper is a deliberate pun on that used by

Felix Dubois (1897), "Timbuctoo the Mysterious"' The

reason for this is not wit, but rather the fact that this paper

considers whether Timbuktu, thanks to recent archae-

ological research in the city, is any less "mysterious" than

it w-,as at the end of the nineteenth century and, indeed'

whether its aura of mystery is in fact a result of historical

inflation, a myth rather than a mystery' Dubois's title is

also synonymous with western popular conceptions of

fimbuktu u, u 
-"tuphor 

for the remote' Most people will

have heard of it, but not everyone will know where it is

(15 km north of River Niger in Mali; Figure 1l' l) '

' l 'he location of sitcs
mcntioned in thc tcKt.

Figure ll.l Location of Timbuktu'
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Figure Il.2 View of the Sankore Mosque, Timbuktu, before restoration (photograph M.R. MacLean).

The Image of Timbuktu
This mystification of Timbuktu has a long history (Herbert
1980), and Elias Saad (1983, 3) has rightly described
Timbuktu as becoming "famous for merely being famous".
An evaluation of the relevant sources indicates that the
Arabic writers and geographers cannot be proclaimed the
culprits for the embellishment of the role of Timbuktu
(see Levtzion and Hopkins 1981; Hunwick 1999). On the
contrary, Timbuktu is largely neglected in the medieval
Arabic sources in favour of its wealthier and more
important neighbours such as Gao and Walata (Insoll
1996).It is with the writings of Leo Africanus, following
his claimed journey to Timbuktu c. 1510-20 AD, that the
supposed wealth of the city was first reported in Europe
(Africanus 1896; Herbert 1980,434). Africanus provided
the type of details about the city, as Gardner (1968, 7)
notes, "exactly that Europe wanted to hear" * of plates
and sceptres of gold belonging to its ruler and the use of
gold coinage. More prosaic details of "cottages built of
chalk, and covered with thatch", went "unheeded" (Gard-
ner 1968. 7).

This exaggeration of the importance and wealth of
Timbuktu - along with its lure as a place of mystery, the
paradigm for the inaccessible - served as the catalyst for
the European race to be the first to reach the city (and to
return from it) in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth
centuries. Discounting the dubious claims ofhaving visited
it in I 81 I , albeit as a prisoner of the "Moors", made by an
American sailor, RobertAdams (1816), the first seemingly
reputable claim is that of Alexander Gordon Laingin1826
(Bovill 1964). However, Laing does not fully fit the criteria
as he was murdered on his return joumey, a short distance
from Timbuktu (Gardner 1968, 100). Thus, the honour of
visiting the city and surviving to tell the tale was taken by
Rend Cail l6 (1968) in 1828.

The obverse of the opening up of Timbuktu to the
western world in Caill6's writings was that the city was
shown to be lacking affluent trappings described inter
aliaby Leo Africanus. Cailld (1968, 49) is not compli-
mentary in his description of "a mass of ill-looking houses
built of earth". Yet the mystery of the city persists today
and has far from been debunked by the iniections ofrealitv
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Figure ll.3 Timbttktu: excavalictn,s in progress adiocent to the Sankore Mo,sqtte. Note the restored v'all (photograph T

Insol | ).
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of Cail le and subsequently of rnany othcrs. Tirnbuktu has
been the focus of all typcs of cxpcditions (Daniels 1989),
helps sells records (Farka Tourc and Cooder 1994) and
has a series olchildren's books namcd aftcr it (Hargreaves
1993, 1999).  Timbr.rktu can also now, sadly,  be reached
by privatejet fbr an afternoon's day trip as part ofa round
Africa charter tour.

Archaeological Research in Timbuktu

Considcring all these factors, it rnight be assumcd that
TinTbuktu has thus been the fbcus ol a fair amour.rt of
archacological rcscarch. In reality the reverse is true. Prior
to thc rcccnt cxcavations, the sum total appears to consist
ofa largcly conjcctural map produced by Pefontan (1922)

and a bricf survcy, predominantly ol the standing monu-
mcnts,  concludcd by Mauny (1952).  More recent ly.  a
survey of parts of thc surrounding region has also been
completed by Susan Kccch Mclntosh and Rod Mclntosh
(1986).  Some work has also focuscd upon restor ing

rronumcnts such as thc Sankorc and Djingucreber mosques
(Wieczorck 1900; Insoll 1999), though the dcgree to which
this has bccn succcssfr.rl is dcbatablc (Figures 11.2 and
I 1.3).  Bear ing this abscncc of  archacological  rcscarch
within Timbuktu in mind, a projcct was startcd in thc city
in 1996, in i t ia l ly  involv ing survcy ( lnsol l  1998),  and
subsequently, in 1 998, trial excavation (lnsoll in prcss a).
The aims of this project havs bccn twofold: to invcstigatc
the origins of the city and to bcgin to sif i myth frorn
history.

The degree of success attained in approaching thcsc
aims has been varied for reasons considered later. All the
matcrial recovered from the excavations postdates AD
1590, thc datc of  Morocco's invasion of  the Songhai
crnpire and its subsequent occupation of both its capital,
Gao, and Timbr.rktu. Thus, nothing relevant to an assess-
mcnt of the origins of the city was recovered. This stands
in contrast to the resr.rlts of the survey, which seemed to
indicatc from surfacc matcrial fbund. including, fbr
examplc, a shcrd of Chincsc ccladon dated to the late
eleventh/early twclfth ccnturics (R. Scott, pcrs. comrn.),
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that earlier occupation areas had been isolated within
Timbuktu (Insoll 1998). This impression also appeared to
be substantiated by the collections of the Timbuktu
Museum, which include types of pottery present in the
wider surrounding area (Mclntosh and Mclntosh 1986)
and found in excavations at Gao (Insoll 1996,2000a).
These pottery types, such as black burnished, geometric
decorated or red-slipped wares, would elsewhere be dated
to the twelfth century, but could go back as early as the
eighth century AD. It thus seemed that material was present
that might enable an evaluation of the origin myth of
Timbuktu - a myth which popularly ascribes the founding
of the city to c. AD 1100, when a seasonal pastoral camp
centred around a well under the charge of an old slave
woman, Buktu (hence Tin or Tim Buktu - "The Place of
Buktu"), began to grow into a permanent urban centre
(Dubois 1897; Bovi l l  1958).

The Excavation Results
Yet the excavations indicated otherwise. Five 2 by 2metre
test excavations were completed in areas reflecting
different occupation zones, for example Azalai as the
terminus of the trade caravans, and Sankore as the former
university area (Figure 1 1.3). These units were excavated
to varying depths, but either had to be abandoned owing
to the unsafe nature ofthe deposits (TIM 98 A-C), because
of modern contamination (TIM 98 D), or because natural
deposits were reached (TIM 98 E; Table 1l. l).

However, results were far from negative for the post-
medieval period which is, in a city already the subject of
so much myth and embellishment, a confused phase in the
history of Timbuktu. This is partly because it was a period

of near anarchy at times, a reflection of the chain of
overlords - Moroccan, Fulani, Tuareg and, ultimately,
French - and the accompanying vicissitudes which the
city and its inhabitants endured (Gardner 1968). The
excavation results have allowed the correlation of specific
historical events, as well as indicating various facets of
life, and oftrade and other contacts, in this turbulent post-
medieval period.

A good example of the correlation of specific historical
events with the archaeological material is provided by the
analysis completed by Dr Nicky Milner (in press) of the
marine shells recovered. Besides a few examples of
Cypraea moneta cowrie shells which were present within
a couple ofthe excavation units (TIM 98 B and TIM 98
C), 178 Marginella shells were recorded in four layers in
TIM 98 C. These layers were formed of water-lain sand
and indicated a significant break with those preceding
them. During the late eighteenth century there was inflation
at Timbuktu and, possibly due to a disruption of cowrie
supplies, substitute shells called koroni were used in the
1780s and 1790s. These were the Marginella shells of the
West African coast. Rather than the typical cowrie rate of
2000 shells to one gold mithqal,the koroniwere valued at
about 100,000 shells to one mithqal.In 1795, however,
the town chief ordered that all Marginella shells were to
be buried and only cowries used thenceforth. The exchange
rate normalised at the previous rate and the price of goods
dropped (Jeffreys 1953; Mauny 1957).It is likely that the
Marginella layers date to the 1780s and 1790s when the
koroni were used and that the layers below this represent
the cowrie currency of previous years.

The presence oftobacco pipes through all the sequences
at Timbuktu has also proven informative, with 306 pipe
fragments recorded in total. The pipes are what are

Site Code Nature of Deposits Date Interpretation

TIM 98 A Ash, sand, dung,
buildins rubble

Last 100 years Rubbish deposit

TIM 98 B Sand, dung, banco,
building rubble

AMS date 170+40
BP or 1780+40 AD
(GX-24763-AMS)

20th century Rubbish
deposits overlying
18th-l9th century
occupation deposits

TIM 98 C Sand, water-lain
gravel and sand,
banco and stone
floor

AMS date 240+40
BP or 1710+40 AD
(GX-24764-AMS)

Late 20th- early 18th
century sequence of
rubbish, natural, and
occupation deposits

TIM 98 D Sand, rubbish Last 100 years Rubbish deposit

TIM 98 E Sand Late 16th - late
19th centuries

Area of intefinittent
occupation

Table 1 I.I Summarry of the excavation units at Timbuktu
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described as "elbow-bend pipes" (Phil ips 1983, 303) and

would appear to have been locally produced with little

influence from either Ottoman or North African products'

The fragility of the pipes would have encouraged their

local manufacture rather than importation via long distance

trade (Clague 2000, 24-25). Parallels can be drawn with

other pipes both from the Inland Niger Delta and from the

Lakes region to the west of Timbuktu (Daget and Ligers

1962), and less directly with assemblages from further

afield, such as those from New Buipe in Ghana (York

r973).
The pipes from Timbuktu do not, however, illuminate

the issue of the introduction of tobacco to West Africa'

This is of interest for Timbuktu has been ascribed a pivotal

role in such processes within historical sources. Raymond

Mauny (1961, 59) mentions, for example, that the Tarikh

el-fettach records that "l'usage de fumer cette plante fut

introduit dr Tombouctou en 1594-1 596". Ozanne (1969'

37) goes one stage further and argues that "Timbuktu,

between 1594 and 1596.. .  must be considered as a

probable initial diffusion centre of the practice of smoking

in West Africa", with the initiatory role ascribed to the

soldiers of Al-Mansur's invading Moroccan army who

carried their habit and equipment with them. The pivotal

role of Timbuktu in this matter remains an issue of debate'

However, it is of interest that the tobacco pipe assemblages

also cover the period from the early to the mid-nineteenth

century, when tobacco was strictly speaking prohibited

by the Fulani rulers of Timbuktu, as recorded by Heinrich

Barth (1890, 357) during his stay in the city.

Although the inhabitants of Timbuktu, or at least some

of them, might have been ignoring edicts regarding smoking

from their titular rulers in the Fulani jihad capital,

Hamdallahi, other contacts between the two cities are

seemingly indicated by further aspects of the archaeological

material found. These are best illustrated by the similarities

in some of the pottery types present at Timbuktu and those

from Hamdallahi (Insoll in press a), notably the Fulani

(Peul) ceramics and pottery described as having "d6cors

de type Somono" (Gallay and Huysecom 1991, 103, fig'

26; 109, fig. 29). This is unsurprising for, besides the

political links, Timbuktu functioned, in the words of Dubois

(tggl , 259) as "a temporary d6pot' situated between the

borders ofthe desert and the copiously watered valleys of

the south", from which pots, foodstuffs and a host ofother

commodities were received (Insoll in press b).

Trade contacts are also attested by other material

recovered. Glass bracelets and beads ofvarious types, for

instance, are relatively common, and some were imported

via trans-Saharan trade from the north. Examples of these

include monochrome glass bracelets matching products

from Hebron in Palestine (Spaer 1992), multi-coloured

glass bracelets possibly from Hebron or alternatively from

Aden, a further major centre of production (Insoll 2001)'

and beads from Venice and what is now the Czech

Republic. European products, missing in earlier trade

assemblages from centres such as Gao (Insoll 2000a),

reflect the changing nature of trade patterns in the

eighteenth, and certainly the nineteenth, centuries'

Although European merchants were not in Timbuktu

in person until the French colonial conquests ofthe early

twentieth century, their goods were increasingly dominant,

replacing the "all-Islamic" patterns seen previously (Insoll

1996). Cloth provides a good example of this' Although

itself absent from the excavations in Timbuktu for reasons

of preservation, eight spindle whorls attest to some local

production. However, it is known that cloth production

fluctuated within Timbuktu, and even if it was never a

major manufacturing cantre, cloth production was not

occurring there at all during Barth's (1890' 355) stay in

the mid-nineteenth century. Instead, it was being imported

from Kano in Nigeria or from Manchester. Equally, some

of the stone artefacts found, which appear to be gun-flints

(although this needs confirmation by use-wear analysis)'

could also be European imports. Besides the smaller lithic

artefacts, a stone pestle was recovered from TIM 98 B'

This too can perhaps be linked to the insecure circum-

stances of the period, for Dubois (1897,248-249) remarks

that stone pestles and mortars were preferred over wooden

mofiars in Timbuktu because the latter were too noisy to

use and would "inevitably attract some marauding Touareg

in search of a meal".
The final element of the excavation results which is of

relevance here is a layer of horse manure that was recorded

in TIM 98 B. This may be associated with dumping by the

Spahi cavalry detachments based at the French fort, Fort

Phillipe, later renamed Fort Hugueny, which was built in

1894-1897 (Mauny 1952,901). Thus, the dung, inoccuous

as it might first seem, perhaps provides a link with the

early years ofFrench colonial occupation and pacification

ofthe region, another episode in the chequered history of

Timbuktu.

The Romanticisation of Timbuktu?

The archaeological evidence recovered can therefore be

seen to be of significance in reconstructing the history

and later occupation of Timbuktu' yet the question remains

as to why there was a lack of earlier material' despite

apparent surface indications to the contrary. ls this because

ofpoor archaeological practice? This is unlikely, and can

rather be attributed to a combination of physical and

conceptual reasons. Physically, there are three main causes'

Firstly, the climatic factors to which Timbuktu has been

exposed, situated as it is at the interface between the Sahara

and the River Niger. Sandstorms and sand encroachment,

for example, have been a recurring problem in the city'

Rene Cailld (1968, 75) describes how during his visit in

1828 he saw near the Sankore mosque "a small hillock of

sand, and some buildings overwhelmed by the sand blown

up by the east wind". Similarly, Mauny (1952'907)tecords

that within the Sankore mosque itself the floor level was

raisedby one metre of sand during 1952. This is certainly
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a factor evident in the archaeological sequences and has
helped create the depths ofarchaeological deposits present
in the city, as attested by a verbal report received from a
Belgian water engineer that he had found archaeological
material at a depth of 16 m below the surface. Earlier
archaeological material pertinent to the foundations of
the city could thus be buried much deeper than anything
excavated thus far.

Secondly, the related factor of flooding is also of
significance. This might seem strange on the edge of the
Sahara, but has been of importance within Timbuktu itself,
and is in parl a result of the deliberate situation of the city
astride a seasonal channel, now dry, running from Korioume

t-

L

on the RiverNiger to Kabara, the formerport of Timbuktu,
and onto the pool of Kabara to the west of Timbuktu itself
(Figure ll.4). A further body of water appears to have
also once been situated between the original component
parts of Timbuktu, which were situated astride two parallel
longitudinal dunes. This is the area represented by the
Badjindd quarter, meaning "stream of the hippos" in
Songhai (Mclntosh and Mclntosh 1986, 305), an obvious
indicator of its former watery associations.

A third factor of significance in'creating and altering
the archaeological record in Timbuktu is the history of
the city itself. Both historical sources and explorers'
accounts contain references to the periodic destruction of
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Figure I 1.4 Map of Timbuktu and the location of excavation units within it.
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parts ofthe city for various reasons. Barth (1890, 316,
325), for example, mentions that the groundwork and
elevation of the Sankore area were composed of rubbish
mounds due to "the repeated ruin which seems to have
befallen this quarter". Rubbish and building debris are
amply attested, as already described, within the sequences
excavated in this area. The net result of these physical
processes is that what have been termed "islands of
archaeology" (Insoll 2000b,484) have been created sitting
amidst the areas of modern occupation. These islands are
areas where occupation sequences can be considerably
deeper than can be safely investigated by conventional
test excavation, and where occupation deposits are
separated by substantial lenses of seemingly sterile water-
la in and wind-blown deposi ts.

Yet to the physical reasons, conceptual factors may
also have to be added. The mythologising of Timbuktu
has already been described, and this too may be a factor
of relevance. The fact remains that Timbuktu may just not
have been as important as its created image has implied.
The university role of the city is not in doubt (see Hunwick
1999), but its economic role could well have been
overstated, even during the heyday ofthe Songhai empire
in the sixteenth century. The myth, and indeed the mystery,
of Timbuktu persist, though the city may still yield its
earlier secrets to further archaeological exploration.
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